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Scanning hot electron microscopy (SHEM) is an experimental technique conceived 8o obtain Ue spatial

distribution of hot elecbons in a devic€. In this conmunication we present the first exp€rimental results confuming SHEM

op€ration. Hot electrons with en€rgies of 3 eV are injected by means of a Si/CaFz/Au heErostructure and subsequently

aletected at the tip of a scanning tunneling miqoscope in tle SIIEM configuration. The measued bot electron currexrt is 4 pA

for a tunnel current of 5 nA.

The nec€ssity of an exp€rimental technique for a conplete characterizaticm of the prop€rties of hot electons in a

device is evident, since ballistic transport of bot eleclrons in netals and s€rdconductoG is expected !o result in faster and

m6e efficient devic€s. We have lnopcedr) scanning bot electron microscopy (SHEM) as a technique derived ftom

conventional scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), with tle potential fd direct observation of the spatial and en€rgetic

disaibutions of hot electrons. The possibility of hot electron detection with SHEM has been previously repmtedr) from a

tbeGetical analysis of the conditions necessary fc SIIEM opffation. Ilere we present the first exp€rimental evidence of tle

validity of the method.

Before entering in the explanation of tle exp€fimental results, it s@ms convenient !o mention bere the most

prourinent features of SllEM, which are:

1) The gap barrier between the STM tip and the sanple surface is low€t tlan the hot elecEon energy, so tlat hot

electrons reach the tip by surmounting the bqrrier instead of tunneling through iL Otherwise tbe hot electron current be€om€s

mucb smaller than tle curent of electrons in tl€rmal equilibrium tbat appears as a consequ€Nrce of the residual resistance

present at tle sample surface.

2) Hot ele.trons (Fig. l) should be emitted with a minimum energy in dder !o be detected. The value ofthis en€rgy

depends on the materials chosen ftr tbe sample surface and tbe STM tip, and t)?icaly vary ftom 0.5 eV to sev€ral eV. As

previously reported2), tie Si/CaF heterostructue can be used as a universal hot electron emitter for SHEM, since it can

conmunicate acc€lerating energies as hig[ as 5 eV.

The results we present here correspond to hot electrons emitted by a SVCaFz/Au het€f,ostructure and flowing toward

a Pt-Ir tip. Tte structure of the sample prepared is sho$,n schematically in Fig. 2(a). The CaFz region consists of a single

crystal gown3) by MBE at 650C with a backgroun<t pressure of 2 x l0{ Torr, and its thiclmess is 8 nm, or 26 monolayers.

In trder !o minimize the series resisEnce present at the sample surface, tbe ffidner is limited to a small area of

approximately l0 mm2, and ttre gold la)€r is made txicker everywhere else. Gold has to be deposited all around the fidtter,

since otherwise the STM tip \r,ould crash on the sanple surface when searching for tie emitt6. Current densities obtained

witl this sample are on the ord€r of several KA./cm2, as seen in Fig. 2(b). According to our thmretical results for tlis material

combinationr), hot electrons must have energies of 3 eV or hig[er in order to be detect€d by SHEM; for an applied voltage of

3 V, the c1lrrent gensated by the emitter is 0.37 mA" fesulting in a orrent density of 37 KA./cm2.



Experiments were carried out in air with a dc sample bias Vs = 3 V coupled witb an ac voltage 0.l7 Vp-p in

amplitude and a ftequency of 82.8 llz. This ac component is used for harmonic detection by means ofa lock-in amplifier.

The tunnel voltage was kept constant at Vr = 1.5 V, The hot el@Eon crurent is measured as a function of the tunnel current,

and the final results are shown in Fig. 3. For low tunnel currents (corresponding to wide gaps between tip and sample), hot

elecFons cannot suflnount tie gap barrier and tbe det€crcd c-urrent is zero. When the tunnel cuffeNrt is increased, the gap

distance becomes sbofter and txis causes a lowering of tbe gap borier until hot electrons can surmount it, resulting in E

sudden incease of the measured outpul As s€en in tbe figure, the detected hot electroo curent is approximately 4 pA for a

tunnel current of 5 nA.

If JBr4 = 37 KA"/cm2 is the current density gen€rated at tle emitter, hsoi is the transmission effrciency of hot

electrons &om tlle emittq to the STM tip, and A,nor is the effective swhce of the tip fd hot electrons, we can write the bot

electron qrrent as

Ihd=J剛 ×ηh∝
×A“t=3.7x104 ダ m2×

10~3x10■3 cm2=3.7 pA

Th€reftre, the r€sults obtained are consistent with the results expected Oeqetically fd a hot electron transmission efEci€ncy

of 1/1000 and an effective surface of the tip of 10 nn2,

Figure 2 sltows also a theqetical simulation of the results, that was adjusted to the experimental data by m€ans of a

frtting parameter. In this simulation, tle hot eledron current is calculated as

r o*V*v,d)= K(v, )r i f (E,vr)pr(E,vr,d)dE
0

where K is a parameter det€rmined by the ernitts curent density and tle effective surface of De STM tip, and Pg@, V1, d) is

Oe transxnissiot effrciency across the gap expressed as a function of the bot electron energy, tunnel volage and gap distanc€.

The distribution frmction f(E, Vs) is introduced to simulate the partial relaxation ofbor electrons in the metauic base, and is

sffongly modulated by a relaxation paraneter E!*n); the best fitting in Fig. 3 was obtained for 8 
"r., 

= 50 meV.

In summary, we have presented the first experimental d€monstration of SHEM operadon. Although these are only

preliminary results, they sbow tbe potential of the technique as a suitable tml for tle study of electron wave phenomena in

semiconducts structues,
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Figure l:Operational principles of scanning hot

electron microscopy (SHEM). The hot elecuon current

ul5o1 flows against a background current of electrons in

thennal equilibrium "/tn.
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Figure 2: (a) Section (across the middle of the ernitter) of the sample prepared fo( hot electron d€tertion with SHEM. The

ernitt€r has an approximate area of 10 mm'?. p) experirrental I-V chamcleristics of the sample. The qrrrent density

generated at the €mitter is 37 KA,/@lz ftr an applied voltage Vs = 3 V.

Figure 3: Final experimental results, proving that

detection of the hot electron current has been

achieved with SIIEM. The detected hot electron

current was approximately 4 pA for a tunnel

current Ir = 5 nA. These results uue in good

agreement with those expected theoretically for

Thot= l0-3 and A"n = 10 nm2.
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